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ABSTRACT 

 
Functionally testing missiles in the All Up Round (AUR), a configuration that consists of a 
complete system packaged in its flight worthy state, requires the use of test sets along with 
constituent conformal equipment for interfacing. During developmental testing, telemetry (TM) 
sections are integrated within an AUR missile. These test sets monitor TM unit performance 
while maintaining form, fit, and function; therefore, resulting in complete data confidence. 
Initiating TM functional tests permit a capability in verifying that TM sections have been 
integrated properly. Safety being a priority, in order to attenuate RF radiation leakage while 
providing repeatable test capabilities in the near-field, antenna couplers are fabricated as a 
shielding interface between the user and radiating source and a coupling interface between an 
AUR missile and the test set. Generally, antenna couplers are composed of metallic bodies which 
require machine shop fabrication. The process of getting machined parts can take up to several 
months which can delay delivery schedules.   
 
With the availability of 3D printing capabilities and methods in metalizing various materials, a 
novel approach to fabricating antenna couplers has been explored. The use of modeling Software 
Packages (Computer Aided Design and Electromagnetic Solvers) and additive printing play key 
roles in reducing the development cycle time while saving costs, decreasing weight, and 
sustaining performance. This paper will detail the efforts using 3D printing capabilities in the 
development and fabrication of an antenna coupler with several examples cited herein. 
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BACKGROUND 
 
The Airborne Instrumentation Systems Division (AISD), Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons 
Division (NAWCWD) is responsible for the design, development, and fabrication of state-of-the-
art telemetry and instrumentation systems for a variety of airborne platforms primarily 
supporting missile applications. These systems provide a combination of telemetry (TM), Global 
Positioning System (GPS), and Flight Termination System (FTS) capabilities into compact 
telemeter packages per customer needs. The overall goal is to retain form, fit, and function of 
AUR missiles while integrating telemeters without invasive performance degradation and 
maintaining high reliability.  
 
Throughout various phases in the lifecycle development of telemeters, such as antenna design, 
TM section test, and full AUR missile integration, a method for performing verification 
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measurements from prototyping to pre-flight is prudent. Due to spectrum regulations and safety 
requirements for personnel, free radiation poses a great concern in federal compliance and 
human safety without the availability of anechoic chambers to fully exercise all necessary 
systems. Additionally, to ensure high confidence levels, telemeter test sets are configured in a 
fashion that would allow for wireless data transfer while obtaining results in various 
configurations in a repeatable fashion, whether in-lab or on flight lines. Depending on the 
application, data transmission can range from low power, as seen by GPS signals at 
approximately -130dBm, to extremely high power, as exhibited by FTS systems up to +60dBm. 
Many AUR missile applications demand the use of conformal antennas to comply with 
aerodynamic envelopes while providing non-invasive physical characteristics, driving 
mechanical requirements for RF couplers to complement conformal shapes without damaging 
AUR missiles and clearing hardware relevant to flight fixture configurations- posing challenges 
in the design of a coupler frame that can deliver form, fit, and function. 
 

ADDRESSING THE NEED: CONTAINING RF WITH A COUPLING DEVICE 
 
To address the above concerns, devices known as wrap-around antenna couplers are designed 
and developed to mitigate RF leakage, provide a wireless connection, and ensure personnel 
safety. Microstrip antenna probes, designed with electromagnetic simulation software, are 
contained within an enclosure of RF absorbing material and a metallic frame to produce a near-
field energy coupling environment. Such circumstances permit bi-directional flow of energy to 
and from the telemeter, or device under test, opening the possibilities to receive and/or transmit 
data with confidence. This produces two beneficial outcomes – the means to test various TM 
systems without a necessity of securing test range frequency clearance; and mitigating harmful 
radiation, if any, all while providing support for the fabrication verification, flight qualification 
testing, and final acceptance testing of TM units. Below, Figure 1: RF Interface Diagram 
illustrates an interface diagram and RF path between a telemeter, known as the device under test 
(DUT), RF coupler, GPS source, and TM test set.  

 

 
Figure 1: RF Interface Diagram 
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DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT: TRADITIONAL METHODS 
 
Traditionally, RF coupler bodies are formed from a variety of metals requiring specialized 
machining for the containment of electromagnetic fields. The process involves interfacing 
mechanical design requirements with a machine shop. Modern shops utilize automated 
machinery to increase precision and require extensive setup time. As design complexity 
increases, costs are increased by the need for specialized tooling. Additionally, quality control is 
scrutinized to ensure proper “build-to-print” orders. Ensuring a continuous ground plane for the 
containment RF coupler bodies requires welding, and thus posing alignment risks due to metal 
warping. Details are specifically vital during the development cycle as incorrect dimensioning 
can “make or break” a design. Iterative processes of improving and manufacturing new revisions 
of a design often increase schedule and costs, specifically in applications where coupler frame 
shaping must accommodate various form function environments such as laboratory benches to 
AUR missiles. In a fast-paced environment, delivery schedules could cripple trailing program 
functions. Below, Figure 2 is an example of a machined wrap-around coupler used for 
interfacing with conformal antennas. This particular design takes over a month to be fabricated, 
assembled, and tested.  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Traditional Wrap-around Coupler Design 

 
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT: ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING 

 
Recent advances in the field of additive manufacturing has brought about disruptive capabilities 
to engineering, prototyping, and manufacturing facilities. The process of “3D printing” is 
becoming a common and cost effective method for producing scalable and functional prototypes. 
Initially used by commercial, industrial, and defense industries; this capability is becoming 
affordable for in-home use by average consumers. A function of shape, size, resolution, and 
material properties, additive manufacturing has become an important and useful tool in the 
engineering design process. The ability to fabricate designs in-house can reduce fabrication to a 
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fraction of the cost and time it takes to make an equivalent machined part. Additionally, critical 
parts can be isolated for prototyping to reduce having entire design assemblies refabricated per 
iteration. Advances in printing technology provide engineers with various materials for use 
including polycarbonate, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene, and nylon. Unique material properties 
are another benefit for prototyping and experimentation as they provide various features such as 
impact strength, a beneficial characteristic for harsh environments; and flexibility, a 
characteristic accommodating for features such as built-in latching. While novelties introduced 
by additive manufacturing are a large benefit for prototyping, they are particularly becoming 
large schedule savers and are providing project managers with smaller bills for non-recurring 
engineering costs. Apart from producing static objects, 3D printing allows for movable and 
functioning parts- a trait that many are finding useful for quick deployments to functional 
environments.  
 

LIFECYCLE: 3D PRINTED RF COUPLER 
 
Currently, limitations in utilizing additive manufacturing for RF applications reside in the lack of 
conductive materials. While metallic additive printing is becoming a reality, it is still in the early 
stages of development. The absence of a coupler’s conductive shell limits ground plane 
functionality provided by a metal housing for RF coupling probes and RF leakage shielding. 
Fortunately, many commercial off-the-shelf products and production techniques are available for 
metalizing various materials to provide a conductive layer - a vital requirement for containing RF 
energy. A plethora of alternatives are available on the market; relatively low-cost products such 
as copper/silver tape with conductive adhesion and silver-coated copper coating spray from 
multiple vendors.  Most importantly they do not drive the cost up during iterative prototyping. 
These products do not demand a labor-intensive treatment and produce no damage to 3D printed 
parts, thus saving on cost and schedule. Another method for achieving metallization is through 
electro-plating.  This process provides continuous metallization in various metals at an 
inexpensive cost and in a repeatable manufacturing process. While beneficial, this method 
involves adjustments to the process based on shape, size, and material. 

 

 
Figure 3: 3D Printed Coupler Lifecycle 
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Figure 3: 3D Printed Coupler Lifecycle above illustrates the flow of a 3D printed coupler’s 
lifecycle development from requirements to delivery. After customer needs are translated into 
technical requirements, both RF and mechanical design processes can proceed in parallel. Once a 
mechanical design is completed, it proceeds to being 3D printed, inspected via fit checks, 
mechanically aligned, fit with compatible hardware, and checked for print quality. Next, the 
coupler is prepared by sanding and priming for a smooth finish.  This complements the 
metallization process and ensures uniform distribution of a conductive layer on the frame, 
specifically when coating with conductive sprays. Once the conductivity of the coating is 
inspected and tested for low resistivity, the coupler body is ready for exterior paint resulting in 
rub off resistance, corrosion resistance, an aesthetically pleasing finish, and durable protective 
layer for the various environments it may encounter. After a period of curing, the coupler is fitted 
with all necessary mechanical and RF hardware, including RF coupling probes, 50 ohm loads, 
RF transparent protective covers, RF absorber, and EMI gaskets, deeming it ready for 
qualification and acceptance testing prior to fielding. 
 

RESULTS: OBSERVING PERFORMANCE 
 
The 3D printed coupler exceeded expectations as it exhibited a characteristic unavailable with 
legacy units: surviving a four foot drop test on all axes and retaining its functional abilities 
without hindrance to performance. Traditional metallic frames have to be handled with care as 
accidental drops may cause damage to mechanical frame features, affecting either form, fit, or 
function. By utilizing additive manufacturing, a reinforced frame with safety support structures 
was printed, giving reinforced strength to the overall structure. This had an advantage: it 
permitted for experimenting with various material thicknesses and mechanical structures. By 
mechanically reinforcing a strong frame, the robust design would ensure longevity in the field 
and increased overall reliability.  
 
Printing times, preparation, and structure resolution resulted in the ABS material being used as 
the material of choice during prototyping and development. Readily available on the market and 
relatively inexpensive to procure, this material suited the mechanical function needs of the RF 
coupler. During the metallization process, electro-plating resulted in the highest mitigation of RF 
leakage, however it took the longest amount of time and was prone to peeling and cracking. 
Applying a conductive layer with metal spray and coating with an outer layer of protective paint 
would have been the most ideal alternative, but due to HAZMAT restrictions, experimentation 
was limited. As a result, adhesive copper sheets were chosen as the metallization process of 
choice, an effort requiring minutes to apply and having the smallest impact on cost.  
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Figure 4: 3D Printed Coupler Mounted on AUR Missile 

With a solid conductive backing, RF microstrip probes utilized the provided ground plane to 
focus RF energy. While wrapped around the DUT, as illustrated in Figure 4 above, for an 
interface link, a network analyzer injected signals and transmission losses were measured 
through and from the RF Coupler. The results illustrated strong coupling between the interfacing 
devices with losses varying less than 20dB. This gave confidence that a sufficient link would be 
provided to drive the telemeter receiver without being underpowered or oversaturated. Because 
RF probes embedded in the coupler were tuned for the frequencies of interest and RF absorber 
maintained physical separation, isolation between probes was on the magnitude of over 70dB, an 
ideal trait for keeping TM power from swamping out low-powered GPS signals. RF leakage tests 
were performed to characterize energy escaping the environment within the coupler mounted on 
the DUT. After placing 50 Ohm terminations on all unused ports of the coupler, a quadridge horn 
placed two feet from the DUT to measure transmission levels resulted in approximately 50dB of 
loss. Since the telemeter exhibited 5W of peak RF energy, a safety label specifying Hazards of 
Electromagnetic Radiation to Personnel, Ordinance, and Fuel (HERP/HERF/HERO) was 
mounted on the coupler body for extra safety precautions. 

 
SUMMARY  

 
Exploration into the use of additive manufacturing for testing in-lab and flight test telemeters has 
proven successful, demonstrating large amounts of schedule and costs can be saved. The iterative 
process of design and development matched well with the turnaround time of 3D printing and its 
associated material costs. What would normally have cost thousands of dollars and months to 
machine was completed in a single overnight print job for a fraction of the cost. Other benefits 
such as traceability to design file were found to eliminate human errors encountered during the 
process of translating engineering drawings into machine instructions.  
 
Once assembled, as shown in Figure 5 below, the telemeter test coupler functioned as well as 
legacy predecessors without the need of retraining users. The embedded coupler probes were 
mounted securely and produced coupling values that exceeded the performance of legacy 
couplers. In the long run, the capability to rapidly produce parts will give users flexibility to 
generate spares with little effort of replacing parts or reproducing entire units, and all without the 
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additional factors of major procurements, parts obsolescence, or schedule over-runs, all of which 
can result in long term cost savings. 
 

 
Figure 5: Three Functional 3D Printed Couplers 

This capability is still being researched and will need additional testing to observe how it 
performs over time and under different use environments. Since safety is a high priority, future 
investigation into achieving lower levels of RF leakage without hindrance to performance are 
being pursued.  
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